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1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with a special case

of the following general problem : Let B be a topological linear space

and let F be a bounded linear operator on B which possesses a set

of eigen-vectors fundamental in B. Under what conditions will every

closed subspace C of B which is invariant under T (in the sense that

if xEC also TxEC) contain a set of eigen-vectors spanning it? If a

given operator has this property, we shall say that "spectral syn-

thesis" holds for the operator.

It is easy to see that if B is finite-dimensional, spectral synthesis

holds for every linear operator on B whose eigen-vectors span B.

For let Xi, Xj, • • • , X» be the distinct eigen-values of T. Let Ni be the

subspace of eigen-vectors belonging to X,-. Then B decomposes into

the complementary subspaces Ni, N2, • ■ ■ , Nm. Let C be any in-

variant subspace. Given x in C we write x= 2^T Xi, where XiENi.

Let now L be a linear functional on B which vanishes on C. Then

L(Tkx)=2ZT>tL(Xi)=0 for all A^O. Since the Vandermonde

determinant does not equal 0, we must have L(xi) = • • ■ =L(xm)

= 0. Hence each XiEC. Thus every vector in C is a sum of eigen-

vectors belonging to C, as asserted.

In this paper we shall study the problem of spectral synthesis for

bounded normal operators on Hubert space. We shall also study a

certain generalization of spectral synthesis which we call property

(P).

2. Theorem 1. Let T be a bounded normal operator on Hilbert space

H. Then the following conditions are each equivalent to spectral syn-

thesis :
(i) Every closed invariant subspace contains at least one eigen-vector.

(ii) Every closed invariant subspace is also invariant under T*.

(iii) Ifki, X2, ■ • • are the distinct eigen-values of T, then Z"-i X"<<>¿

= 0, n^0,and Z*-i |w»l < °° imply ui=Ui= ■ ■ ■ =0.

Proof. We note that, since T is normal, eigen-vectors belonging to

different eigen-values are orthogonal to each other. Also, by hy-

pothesis, the set of eigen-vectors is fundamental in the space. Hence,
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if Ni denotes the subspace of H consisting of the eigen-vectors which

belong to X„ then H= y\li Ni, where NiA-Nj if Í9*j. Further, if
T<p=\<p, then T*<p = \<p.

Assume (i). Given a closed invariant subspace C, let M be the

closed subspace of C generated by eigen-vectors. Suppose M^C.

Then C' = Cr\ML is not empty. But if xEC', then Tx£C, and if

further y EM, then T*y = k-y for some scalar k, whence (Tx, y)

= (x, T*y)=0, and so TxEC. Thus C is invariant. It follows by

hypothesis that C contains an eigen-vector 0^0 and so <pl.M. But

also 4>£M. This contradiction shows that M=C; hence (i) implies

spectral synthesis. The converse obviously also holds.

Next, assume (ii). If C is a closed invariant subspace not equal to

{0}, then there exists an eigen-vector <p which is not orthogonal to C.

We can write <p=(bi+<p2, where ^^OGC, and <p2£Cx. Hence X<pi

+}«p2=\<p = T<p = T<pi + T<p2, and so X<p2 — T<p2 = T<pi — X<pi. Now Td>i

GCand, by (ii), TfaEC*-. Hence T<pi — \d>i = 0. Hence T<pi=\(pi and
so C contains at least one eigen-vector. By the preceding, then, spec-

tral synthesis holds. The converse follows at once from the fact that

every eigen-vector of T is also an eigen-vector of T*.

Finally, assume (iii). Let C he a closed invariant subspace and let

xEC. We can write x= X" X¿> where Xi£Ni, the subspace of eigen-

vectors belonging to X¿. Consider any y now which is _LC. We write

y= Xa° £¿> £i£Ni. Since TnxEC, w^O, we have (Tn x, y)

= zZî ^?(£<> Xt) =0, or, setting (|<, xi) =*»<. Xa ^¿ = 0, n = 0. Since
X" llx.ll^00, Xa ||£,-||2<<», we further have XI" |«<| <°°- (i")

then implies that (y, Xt)=w¿ = 0, i=l, 2, • ■ • . It follows that each

XiEC. Hence spectral synthesis holds.

The converse follows by reversing the argument, if we use the

fact that to any sequence {ui}î with X3" |w¿| < °°, we can find se-

quences {a,}, {ßi} with  X)f  |a,-|2,   X^i"  \ßi\ 2< °°, and a,18i=ùji.

Theorem 2. Given any infinite sequence of numbers r¿ with 0Oi<r2

< ■ • • <r, let Ti be the circle \z\ =r< in the complex plane. Then there

exists a normal operator having its eigen-values on the circles T,- such

that spectral synthesis fails for this operator.

Proof. By a construction due to Wolff [l ],2 every function analytic

in \z\ <l/r2 and so in particular the function

f(z) = -Ai/(z-(l/n))

can be represented in the region j s| < l/2r by a Borel series

Xâ° Ay/(z — a,) where  X^2°  \A,\ < oo and the a, are distributed on

* Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
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the circles \z\ = l/r<. Then

oo A oo

i    z — a, TO-o

y —(IX*
v=i   a, \ a,/

ai — for <
2r

and so Z"=i X™<o, = 0, m = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , where u>v = Av/a„ \,= \/av.

Then ^2"=i lw»l < °° and each X„ lies on some circle I\. (iii) now

gives the assertion.

The last argument shows that the problem of spectral synthesis

can be reduced to the unicity-problem for Borel series. As another

application of this fact we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Spectral synthesis holds if all the eigen-values X,- lie on

a Jordan curve in the complex plane.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a sequence {co¿}

with 2~lî \u<\ < °°i and ^f X?co< = 0, w = 0. For large \z\, then, we

have 0= ¿t% l/z*+1Zr=i XÎw„= £1"co„/(z-X,). On the other hand,

it is known that a Borel series of this kind cannot vanish identically

for large \z\ unless all its coefficients vanish [2]. The assertion fol-

lows by Theorem 1.

Theorem 4. // there exists no infinite subset Xni of the eigen-values

X» with |Xni| < |X„S| < • • • , then spectral synthesis holds.

Proof. Suppose ^¡° CiXT = 0, «èO, XXi \c>\ =A < ». The set of
numbers ¡X¿| with c¿¿¿0 is empty or has a maximum r, in consequence

of the hypothesis, and there exists r' <r such that for any |X,| <r we

have |X»| <r'. Let Xri, Xr2, • • • be the sequence of eigen-values with

modulus r. Then

Therefore

Therefore

Z cr^r{ +   Z   cjX» = 0,    « = 0;      not all cu = 0.
t-l lXy |<r

Z Cr.K ^   Z   I «i I I X, I" = Ar'\    n = 0.
|X,-|<r

22 d¿:
i~l

"£)"■

i

where   d, = crj, £; = — Xr¡.

Then |£¿| =1, all i. We write &=«*«*/. By a theorem of Dirichlet

[ó] there exists for each A, A = l, 2, • • • , an integer Nk>k such that

\Nkdj—Mf\ <1/A, j = l, 2, • • • , A, where the Affäre integers. Given
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/, it follows that limjt_oo £?t_!=l, all i, nk-+°o, where nk = Nk+l.

Therefore

00 /       CO \ »

X) ¿A = lim ( X) ¿rfifí*    ) = lim  X) ¿A*-
1 i = »   \   1=1 / *=«        1

But | Si" ¿<£*| áe* where e*-+0. Henee Xà" ¿<Ö = 0. Also X!i" \M
= Xa"   lcri| =-^> whence di=d2= • • • =0 by Theorem 3, and so

cr. =.0; but this contradicts the choice of the cr¡. Hence all e, = 0, and

so spectral synthesis holds.

We next assert:

Theorem 5. If there exists a sequence of polynomials Pn with Pn(T)

converging weakly to T*, then spectral synthesis holds for T. The con-

verse statement is false.

Proof. Let Pn(T) converge weakly to T*. (Tnx, y)=0, n = 0, im-

plies (Pn(T)x, y) =0, whence (T*x, y) =0 and so for every vector x,

T*x lies in the smallest closed invariant subspace containing x. We

next need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. // Xi, X2, • • • are the eigen-values of T and if Pn is a

sequence of polynomials, then weak and strong convergence of Pn(T)

to T* are both equivalent to

(a) P„(X,-) —»Xi, all i,

(b) | PnQ^-i) | ¿K, all n, i, for some K.

For if (Pn(T)x, y)-»(P*x, y) for all x, y, then X^°= i -Pn(X<)(x» {<)

-» X"-i X,- (x». £»), for all x= XI" X» Vs Hi £<• Setting B" = Pn(\i)
— X„ we get

CO / CO \

X Butai —» 0,    all    {ui} Eh f i.e. with X) I u» I < °° ) •

For fixed n, \B™\ <Kn, all i, whence the {.B"}^ are a pointwise con-

verging sequence of bounded linear functionals on h, and so \B"\

is bounded for all *', n. Thus (b) follows. Clearly also lim„=00 B" = 0

for every i, and so (a) follows.

Conversely, assume (a) and (b). We have \\(Pn(T) — r*)x||2

= Xà" |-Pn(X¿)— X,-| 2||xf||2 which then approaches 0 as n—»oo. This

proves the lemma.

Let us now consider the case when the set of eigen-values consists

of a dense set Xi on the unit circle and an infinite set o i on the circle

| z\ = 1/2. If T is the corresponding operator, then spectral synthesis

holds for T by Theorem 4. On the other hand, if Pn(T) converges
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weakly to T*, then by the lemma Pn(X¿)—>X¿, i=í, 2, • • -, Pn(oi)

—»a,-, i=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and |Pn(X,)|,

all n, i. Since the X,- are dense on

Pn(oi)\ <K for some constant K,

«1-1, \Pn(z)\úK, |*|gl, all».
Hence some subsequence Pnk(z) converges uniformly in | z\ <3/4 to

f(z) analytic in \z\ <3/4. Since Pn(oi) —»¿r¿ and o-,<x, = l/4, /(o\-)=<r¿

= l/4o-,-, and so/(z) —1/42 has a set of zeros with a limit point on

\z\ =1/2. But then/(s) provides an analytic continuation of l/4z

to \z\ <3/4, which is absurd. This proves Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. // a unitary operator U has a fundamental set of eigen-

vectors, then there exist polynomials P„ with Pn(U) converging strongly

to U*.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4, we construct a sequence of

integers Nk with lim*.,* Xf* = l, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Then linu=00 Xf*_1

= X„ i = l, 2, • ■ • . Lemma 1 then yields our assertion, with Pn(U)

= UN'~1.

3. We shall say that a normal operator T has "property (P)"

if every closed subspace invariant under T is also invariant under T*.

We saw in Theorem 1 that if T has a fundamental set of eigen-vectors,

then spectral synthesis is equivalent to property (P). However,

property (P) has meaning for arbitrary normal operators and we now

proceed to study this property in the general case.

By the spectral theorem for normal operators, we have for any

x, y Gif the formula (Tx, y) —f\pxy(d\) -where pxy is a bounded com-

pletely additive set función defined for Borel sets in the plane and

null outside the spectrum of T. Furthermore, to each Borel set S is

associated a projection-operator on H, E(S), such that for all x and y

we have (E(S)x, y) = pxy(S).

Lemma 2. T has property (P) if and only if whenever we have

f\npxy(d\) =0 for all n^O for two vectors x and y, we also have pxy = 0

as a measure.

Proof. Suppose property (P) holds and that for some x, y we

have J\npxy(d\) =0, n^O. Thus (Tnx, y) =0, wS;0. Thus y is orthog-

onal to the smallest closed invariant subspace containing x. This sub-

space now also contains T*nx, « = 0, and so 0 = (T*"x, y) = f\nuxv(d\),

w = l. It follows that 0=/f(X)juI!,(aX) for every continuous function

/(X) and so pxy = 0.

Conversely, if property (P) fails, then there exists a closed invariant

subspace C and some xEC with T*xEC Hence for some y we have

yJLC and not y±T*x. This means that f\npxy(d\) =0, «ïîO, while

f\ptxv(d\) 9^0 and so pxy^0. This proves the lemma.
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We note that the condition of this lemma specializes down to

condition (iii) of Theorem 1 if T has a fundamental set of eigen-

vectors.

It is impossible to characterize those operators for which property

(P) holds in terms of their spectrum alone, since two operators may

have the same spectrum while (P) holds for one and fails for the

other. However, we have the following sufficient condition :

Theorem 7. If the spectrum of T does not separate the plane and has

no interior, then (P) holds.

Proof. Let P be a polynomial. Then ||P(P) — T*\\ =the least upper

bound of I P(z) —z\ taken over all z in the spectrum of T. It is known

that every function continuous on a compact set without interior

which does not separate the plane can be approximated uniformly on

this set by polynomials in z[z}. Since z is a continuous function, our

hypothesis yields that T* is a limit in norm of polynomials in T. It

clearly follows from this that (P) holds.

We now introduce the following definition and notation : Let m be

a set-function defined for Borel sets of the plane and let T be a

normal operator. For any set S, let E(S) be the projection associated

to S by the spectral representation for T.

Definition, m is called "absolutely continuous with respect to the

spectral measure of T", and we write m> T if, whenever E(S) =0 for

a certain Borel set S, we also have m(S) =0.

We shall make use of the following known result about normal

operators: Let T be a normal operator and m a non-negative measure

with m>T. Then for any bounded Borel measurable complex func-

tion /(X) there exist vectors x, y such that for any set S, pxy(S)

=fsfQi)m(d\). If/(X)=1, y=x and so m(S)=pxx(S).

Theorem 8. Let d be a circular disk contained in the spectrum of T

and let m be the measure which assigns to each set S the Lebesgue measure

of the intersection of S and d. If m> T, then (P) fails for T.

Proof. Let d be the set of z with \z — z0\ Sr. Set f(z) =z — z0 for

zEd and f(z) =0 elsewhere. By the preceding, there exist vectors u

and v with puv(dz)=f(z)m(dz) and so

Jz"nu„(dz) =   I znf(z)m(dz) =   I  I zn(z — z0)dxdy.
J J  J \z-Zo\ir

But fJ\z-Zo\SrZ"(z — Zo)dxdy = 0, n = 0, while /¿„„f^O. Thus (P) fails.

Lemma 3. A unitary operator U has property (P) if and only if there
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does not exist an orthonormal sequence {<pk}-«, with U<pk—<bk+ifor all k.

Proof. Suppose there exists such a set {<pk} • Then, if C is the sub-

space spanned by <bk0, 0*o+i, 0Jbo+2, • • • , C is invariant under U

while î7_10*o=0j!o_i^C, and so C is not invariant under U~1=U*,

whence U lacks property (P). Conversely, assume there exists an in-

variant subspace Cwith0£C, U*<p=U~1<j>EC Then U~l<f>=yp+<pi,

4>EC,4>i*0, ±C.
Now Un<pi=Un-1<p- U"ypEC, »2¡1, and so faA-lffa, w=-l. Hence

if 0i=[7*01, A = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • , (<pk, 0i) = (t/*<pi, 77i0i) = (01, Z7'-*0i)
= 0, / píA, or the 0* form an orthonormal set and Ucpk^fa+i-

Theorem 9. Let T have its spectrum on a closed rectifiable curve V

which bounds a simply-connected region D. Let m be the unique measure

on the plane which is null outside of T and which assigns to each arc of T

its length. (P) then fails if and only if m>T.

Proof. Let <p map D conformally on \z\ <1. Then (p maps D+T

homeomorphically on \z\ S»l| and a set 5 on Y has m(S)==0 if and

only if the linear measure of S' is 0, S' being the image set of 5 on

|«|-1 [4],
Let us define an operator U by (Ux, y) =frq>(\)uxy(d\) where p^

comes from the spectral representation of T. Since | <p(X) | = 1 if X£r,

U is unitary and so we can write (Ux, y) =/£mÍ¡,(¿£), where p!^ is

concentrated on the unit circle. It follows that for any F(£) con-

tinuous on |£| =1, frF(cp(\))pxy(dX) =/|{|=iF(f)ju¿,(¿£). Hence if 5 is

any set on T and S' =<¡>iS), then p^iS) =ju^(5'); in particular for a

given S, EiS) =0 if and only if £'(5') =0.
(1) (P) fails for T if and only if (P) fails for U. For let (P) fail for

T. Then there exist x, y with (Fnx, y)=fr^nPzyid\)=0, w^O, and

Pzy^O. Therefore p'^0 and (Z/mx, y) =/r0"!(X)jUx»(¿X) =0, m = 0,

since <pm is analytic in D and continuous in D+T and so, by a theorem

of J. L. Walsh [5], can be approximated uniformly on T by a linear

combination of powers of X. Thus (P) fails for U. A dual argument

shows the converse.

(2) (P) fails for U if and only if linear measure s on the circle is

absolutely continuous with respect to the spectral measure of U. For

if (P) fails for Í7, Lemma 3 yields the existence of x^O with (t/*x, x)

= 0, A^0. Then /iti«i£*/4c(d£) = 0, Ap^O, and hence p'xx equals linear

measure on the circle up to a positive constant, and so s> U.

Conversely, let s> U. Then, as we noted above, there exists x with

s(S')=/4GS')- for all S' on |£| =1. Hence
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(U"x, x) =  f      {V«(<*0 =  f      $hds =  I      eiUdd = 0,       k ̂  0,
J m-i J \t\-i Jo

and so (P) fails, by Lemma 3.

(3) s> U if and only if m> T. For let s> U. Ii now E(S) =0 for
some 5 on T, then E'(S')=0, where S'=d>(S). Hence s(S') =0, by

assumption. As we observed above, this implies that m(S) =0. Thus

m>T. The converse follows similarly.

(1), (2), and (3) together now give the assertion.

A. Beurling [7] has discussed a problem related to the one we

have been considering. He concerned himself in particular with a

bounded operator on Hubert space which has a fundamental set of

eigen-vectors and the set of whose eigen-values fills the open unit

circle.
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